Introduction
============

In cancer therapy, techniques continue to be used and developed that target the tumor vasculature for the treatment of solid tumors. The tumor vasculature is essential for keeping the tumor alive and facilitating its growth. Tumor cells must be within a certain distance of a perfused blood vessel to receive sufficient oxygen and nutrients to survive and proliferate. It is for this reason that solid tumors must become angiogenic and recruit their own vasculature to grow beyond 1--2 mm in diameter.[@b1-hp-5-021]

Various approaches of vascular targeting are currently being explored, including antiangiogenic agents that disrupt the formation of new blood vessels and vascular targeting agents that shut down the existing tumor blood flow.[@b2-hp-5-021] In the radiotherapy domain, the tumor response to high doses of radiation includes widespread damages to the vasculature.[@b3-hp-5-021],[@b4-hp-5-021] High dose per fraction treatments such as stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) are finding increasing clinical use worldwide for small- to medium-sized primary and metastatic disease,[@b5-hp-5-021],[@b6-hp-5-021] although the extent to which vascular damage is responsible for the success of SBRT is not clear.[@b7-hp-5-021] There is also tumor antivascular alpha therapy (TAVAT), in which alpha-emitting radionuclides are delivered to the tumor vasculature to disrupt the tumor vessels.[@b8-hp-5-021]

The tumor vasculature plays an indirect role in other cancer treatment modalities. In chemotherapy, the tumor vasculature is relied upon to deliver the drugs to the tumor cells. The tumor vasculature performs the same role in the technique of tumor radiosensitization using nanoparticles such as gold.[@b9-hp-5-021] There is also interest in radiosensitizing the tumor vessels themselves -- as opposed to the tumor cells -- by irradiating shortly after ingestion of nanoparticles while they are still concentrated in the tumor vasculature.[@b10-hp-5-021]

With several treatment modalities currently being explored that target the tumor vasculature primarily or secondarily, a topical review is presented herein on the tumor vasculature, focusing on the aspects that are relevant to most cancer therapies and especially to vascular targeting techniques. The first part of this article is a review of the process of tumor vascularization and how the vasculature develops during tumor growth. Experiments are revisited in which tumors were transplanted into rats and mice for the purpose of studying the development of the tumor vasculature. In some experiments, transparent chambers were used to observe changes to the tumor vasculature in real time, while others grew tumors to different sizes and then compared the vasculature between them. The vasculature morphology in tumors, like in normal tissue, can be described quantitatively with parameters such as the average vessel diameter, the vascular density, and the relative vascular volume (RVV). The second part of this article provides a compilation of tumor vasculature morphology data from the literature for spontaneous head and neck cancers in humans. Head and neck cancers were chosen because they are often poorly oxygenated.[@b11-hp-5-021] Finally, there is a review of the effects of the tumor vasculature on the tumor microenvironment. More recently, this has been explored by staining tumor sections with markers for blood vessels, perfusion, hypoxia, and proliferation. Studies of head and neck cancers were exemplary.

The scope of the biology content in this review is intended for a medical physics audience. It is written from a historical perspective, discussing the key findings made. Quantitative vasculature morphology data are emphasized, which may be used to inform computational models that simulate the spatial tumor vasculature. Such models may play an important role in exploring and optimizing vascular targeting cancer therapies.

Materials and methods
=====================

The following search strategy and selection criteria were used. Three separate searches were performed using the PubMed database, one for each section of the review. Each search was across all years, and only publications in English were considered.

For the first section, studies of the development of the vasculature in tumor transplants were found by a search of the following keywords: "tumor AND vasculature AND transplant AND quantitative". To be considered, publications had to present findings pertaining to the morphology or functionality of the vasculature at different stages of tumor growth. From the search results and references therein, 57 such publications were found, 15 of which were deemed representative and were discussed in the review.

In the second section, to find vasculature morphology data for spontaneous human cancers of the head and neck, a search was conducted using the keywords: "tumor AND vasculature AND human AND (oral OR laryngeal OR tongue OR pharyngeal OR salivary OR cheek) AND (\[vessel density\] OR \[vessel volume\] OR \[vessel diameter\])". Importantly, due to the large variation in measurements from using different methodologies, publications were only included if they reported measurements on the corresponding normal tissue and on the cancer. In addition, measurements had to be presented as mean ± standard deviation, for vessel densities, there had to be sufficient information to convert the value to mm^−2^ and finally a reasonable sample size was required. Of the 87 publications, 9 met these criteria. The data were tabulated for comparison of measurements between different groups.

For the third section regarding the effects of the tumor vasculature on the tumor microenvironment, a search was conducted using the following keywords: "tumor AND vasculature AND distance AND (proliferation OR hypoxia OR necrosis)". Nine publications were selected for discussion from the search results and references therein. Aside from historically significant publications, the most insightful studies were those conducted on head and neck cancers.

Results and discussion
======================

Development of tumor vasculature with tumor growth
--------------------------------------------------

The first group to quantitate changes in the tumor vasculature morphology during tumor growth was Algire and Chalkley.[@b12-hp-5-021] They transplanted tumors of mammary gland carcinoma and sarcoma 37 into transparent skin flap chambers in mice to grow in the subcutaneous connective tissue. The tumors became vascularized by eliciting the sprouting of new capillaries from the vessels in the surrounding host tissue. This process is called angiogenesis.[@b13-hp-5-021] Angiogenesis also occurred with implants of subcutaneous tissue and at the site of a wound. However, for tumors, it occurred 3 days after implantation, whereas it began 6 days after implantation of subcutaneous tissue or the infliction of a wound. The tumors only increased in size once they became pervaded by capillaries. The tumor vascularity increased, and angiogenesis continued to occur at the tumor edge to facilitate the increasing tumor size. The RVV, which was the relative proportion of the tumor area in the chamber covered by blood vessels, was measured daily using a method devised by Chalkley.[@b14-hp-5-021] Briefly, an eyepiece graticule is randomly placed several times, and the proportion of coincidences with vessels yields the RVV. The RVV increased and reached 50% only 7 days after implantation and maintained this level thereafter, which was twice the value in control chambers containing normal subcutaneous tissue. The tumor vasculature was a sinusoid-like plexus of vessels with large marginal draining vessels. There was no evidence that the new tumor vessels differentiated into venules or arterioles. They retained their capillary-like structure, having walls that contained only a single layer of endothelium, but their diameters were much larger than the capillaries in normal subcutaneous tissue. Such observations revealed that the vasculature in tumors is chaotic compared to that in normal tissue ([Figure 1](#f1-hp-5-021){ref-type="fig"}).

The formation of the tumor vasculature was described in more detail by Eddy and Casarett.[@b16-hp-5-021] They studied the development of the vasculature in tumors of a malignant neurilemmoma of the Syrian hamster as they grew in a transparent cheek pouch chamber. After tumor implantation, the veins and venules in the surrounding host tissue dilated and become tortuous. The arterial vessels were largely unaffected in comparison. The capillary sprouts of angiogenesis were seen to originate from the host venous vessels, although the magnitude of this activity may have obscured a similar activity in the host capillary bed. The capillary sprouts elongated and anastomosed with each other to establish a capillary-like network in the tumor. As soon as a tumor capillary anastomosed with the arterial end of a host capillary, the direction of blood flow changed so that the host arterial supply flowed through the tumor capillary network to the host venous system. Anastomoses between the tumor capillaries and the host arterioles were seemingly random and occasionally resulted in inefficient blood distribution. For example, a single short capillary could conduct blood from a host arteriole directly to a wide capillary-like vessel, which drained to the tumor perimeter. As the tumor increased in size, the host venous vessels were remodeled and pushed away until finally being incorporated into the tumor. In contrast, the host arterial vessels remained in about the same location as the tumor grew around them. The tumor vessels maintained a capillary-like structure, including a number that progressively dilated and reached diameters as large as 200 µm in some cases (capillaries normally have diameters less than 12 µm). In the later stages of tumor growth, it was apparent that some vessels had become occluded. Blood flow was restored if the chamber walls were separated by even a fraction of a millimeter.

Yamaura and Sato[@b17-hp-5-021] further quantitated the development of the tumor vasculature morphology in tumors of rat ascites hepatoma growing in transparent chambers. At various days after tumor implantation, they measured the frequency distribution of vessel diameters and the RVV using Chalkley's method in the whole chamber. They also used these measurements to calculate the vascular length and surface area per unit volume of tissue. Tumor angiogenesis began after 3 to 5 days. The sprouting of capillaries resulted in an increase in the proportion of vessels with diameters less than 10 µm from 40 to 70%. The vascular length increased from 30 to 160 cm/mm^3^, the vascular surface area increased from 20 to 63 mm^2^/mm^3^, and the RVV increased from 20 to 50%. On day 10, the tumor capillaries began to dilate, causing the frequency distribution of vessel diameters to become low and wide. This was associated with decreases in the vascular length and surface area, but the RVV was unchanged. There were changes to the host arterial vessels around this time. Their walls became thin and ragged, their lumina widened at branching sites, they took on a zigzag pattern and vasomotion eventually disappeared. After 14 days, necrosis appeared near the center of the tumor and spread outward, seemingly due to prolonged vessel occlusion. The smallest vessels were the first to close, resulting in cords of viable tissue surrounding the remaining larger vessels, beyond which there was necrosis. Eventually, even the widest vessels were forced shut and the tumor became completely necrotic. Necrosis was associated with the disappearance of blood vessels and thus coincided with decreases in the vascular length, vascular surface area, and RVV to zero.

It is worth briefly mentioning the findings of a few other experiments in which tumors were grown in transparent chambers. Peters et al[@b18-hp-5-021] observed that in normal tissue, the capillary perfusion was uniform and orderly. Conversely, in a mammary adenocarcinoma, red blood cells were often densely packed and slowly squeezed single file through windy capillaries. Capillaries could alternate between very fast and very slow perfusion. Boucher et al[@b19-hp-5-021] demonstrated that the interstitial fluid pressure increased over time in human colon adenocarcinoma and mouse mammary adenocarcinoma growing in a skin fold chamber in mice. Endrich et al[@b20-hp-5-021] found that the mean blood flow to amelantotic melanoma growing in a chamber decreased from 40.4 mL/min/100 g on day 4 to 21.1 mL/min/100 g on day 12. Central necrosis appeared in these tumors after just 5 days. Vajkoczy et al[@b21-hp-5-021] showed for gliomas growing in a skin fold chamber in mice that the onset of central necrosis on day 22 coincided with a significant decrease in the vessel perfusion index in the central region of the tumor compared to that in the marginal region. Each of these findings suggests that blood vessels may become occluded during tumor growth in chambers, which if prolonged could cause necrosis from blood stasis.

The transparent chamber technique allowed for observation of the development of the tumor vasculature in real time. In particular, it provided unique insight into the process of tumor vascularization as discussed earlier. However, this technique has limitations. Recall in the experiment by Eddy and Casarett,[@b16-hp-5-021] it was shown that permanent and widespread vessel occlusion can occur in tumors that grow within the confines of a chamber due to pressure from the chamber itself. This quickly leads to massive necrosis, making it difficult to study the development of the tumor vasculature after the earliest stages of growth. Therefore, the discussion now moves to experiments that grew tumor transplants to different sizes without being confined to a chamber, then internally examined them to view the state of the tumor vasculature at various stages of growth.

Although prolonged vessel occlusion and thus necrosis may be produced artificially in chamber experiments, these processes occur naturally in tumors as well. Large interstitial pressures develop in tumors due to a combination of the high tumor cell density (10^8^--10^9^ cells/cm^3^), high blood vessel permeability, and poor lymphatics.[@b22-hp-5-021] Goldacre and Sylven[@b23-hp-5-021] found that for various unicentric mouse and rat tumors transplanted subcutaneously or intramuscularly, central necrosis appeared when tumors reached a diameter of 1 cm. It was found by injection of a dye that there was no blood flow to the necrotic zone, but there were blood vessels in the necrotic zone that contained undamaged red blood cells. These findings indicated that vessel occlusion resulting in blood stasis was responsible for the central necrosis. For tumor transplants of rat fibrosarcoma in which necrosis tended to develop centrally, Tozer et al[@b24-hp-5-021] showed that the mean blood flow (mL/min/100 g) decreased with increasing tumor size. Furthermore, the blood flow was constant in the tumor periphery, it was in the center that it decreased. In all but the smallest tumors, blood flow was lower in the center than the periphery, even when only considering viable tissue.

Tannock and Steel[@b25-hp-5-021] found that the relative necrotic volume (the relative proportion of the tumor section covered by necrosis, measured using Chalkley's method) in equatorial sections of transplanted rat mammary tumors increased with tumor weight from 0% at 0.5 g to 50% at 10 g. By labeling red blood cells with chromium-51 and observing that only a small fraction of the red blood cells in necrotic regions were labeled compared to that in viable regions, it was concluded that the cause of necrosis was again stasis in tumor blood vessels caused by vessel occlusion.

Fallowfield[@b26-hp-5-021] reported that for murine melanoma B16 and human melanoma Mel-mo transplanted subcutaneously in mice, the relative perfused vascular volume (as determined by staining with Hoechst 33342) in all tumor tissue, both viable and necrotic, decreased with the logarithm of tumor weight, while the relative necrotic volume increased with the logarithm of tumor weight. These relationships suggest that necrosis appeared when the blood vessels became occluded. In Mel-mo tumors weighing between 37 and 2050 mg, the relative perfused vascular volume decreased from 12.6 to 4.1% and the relative necrotic volume increased from 24 to 48.8%. In B16 tumors weighing between 80 and 3612 mg, the relative perfused vascular volume decreased from 20 to 8.7% and the relative necrotic volume increased from 2.8 to 30%.

Different tumor types can elicit entirely different patterns of vasculature from the host subcutaneous tissue. Rubin and Casarett[@b27-hp-5-021] used angiography to study the development of the vasculature in tumors of Walker carcinosarcoma and Murphy lymphosarcoma transplanted into rats. Walker car-cinosarcoma induced "peripheral vascularization", which consisted of vessels corkscrewing radially into the tumor. Once these tumors reached 1.5 to 3 cm in diameter, central necrosis appeared and the radial vessels abruptly terminated at the necrotic edge. Murphy lymphosarcoma induced a contrasting pattern of "central vascularization". Major vessels penetrated into the tumor center and formed an axial trunk from which smaller vessels branched out to the periphery in an arborescent fashion. Central necrosis did not develop in these tumors.

Gliomas induce a distinct vasculature that differs systematically from the tumor center to periphery. The development of the glioma vasculature was best described by Deane and Lantos[@b28-hp-5-021] who induced gliomas in rats by intracerebral injection of neoplastic glial cells, but similar findings have been reported for gliomas growing subcutaneously.[@b21-hp-5-021] The gliomas remained avascular to sizes up to 1 mm in diameter. In larger tumors up to 4 mm in diameter, the core remained avascular and occasionally developed necrosis, while at the tumor periphery, there were capillary buds and capillaries up to 5 µm in diameter corresponding to early angiogenesis. In tumors larger than 4 mm, there was a third zone in between the central avascular necrotic zone and the peripheral zone of early angiogenesis. This intermediate zone contained tortuous vessels with diameters ranging from 3 to 40 µm. The wider vessels were unusually large sinusoidal capillaries lined by up to 15 endothelial cells. It was deemed that the vasculature in the intermediate zone was in the "late vascular stage".

Perhaps the most quantitative study of the development of tumor vasculature morphology was conducted by Vogel.[@b29-hp-5-021] Tumors of mammary adenocarcinoma 72j were transplanted subcutaneously in mice and permitted to grow for 6, 17, or 23 days to produce a range of tumor weights from 5 to 2700 mg. Necrotic regions were randomly scattered throughout tumors weighing more than 300 mg and occupied between 5 and 15% of the tumor cross section. Vessels were stained by injection of India ink so the vasculature morphology was only measured in viable regions. The vasculature morphology was quantitated by measuring the frequency distribution of vessel diameters and the RVV using Chalkley's method. The vascular length and surface area per unit volume of tissue were also calculated. Viable regions in the center showed no significant differences in vasculature morphology compared to viable regions in the periphery. In the smallest tumors between 5 and 30 mg, vascular length was 820 mm/mm^3^ and vascular surface area was 34 mm^2^/mm^3^. In the largest tumors weighing between 1.1 and 2.7 g, the vascular length and surface area in viable tissue were drastically reduced. The vascular length was 47 mm/mm^3^, and the vascular surface area was 7 mm^2^/mm^3^. The RVV increased only slightly from 16 to 18% in the viable tissue from the smallest tumors to the largest. The frequency distribution of vessel diameters revealed that 70% of vessels had a diameter less than 12 µm for tumors weighing between 5 and 30 mg, but as the tumors increased in size, there was a familiar widening and flattening of the distribution. In tumors weighing between 1.1 and 2.7 g, only 27% of the vessels had a diameter less than 12 µm. Vogel reported that tumor growth was accompanied by an increase in sinusoidal areas compared to capillary areas. Typical capillary areas had 97% of vessel diameters less than 12 µm, an RVV of 12%, an average vessel diameter of 6.7 µm, a vascular length of 1700 mm/mm^2^, and a vascular surface area of 45 mm^2^/mm^3^. Contrastingly, sinusoidal areas had 11% of vessel diameters less than 12 µm, an RVV of 32%, an average vessel diameter of 53 µm, a vascular length of 50 mm/mm^3^, and a vascular surface area of 11 mm^2^/mm^3^.

A similar experiment was conducted by Hilmas and Gillette[@b30-hp-5-021] on mouse mammary carcinoma grown in gas-trocnemius muscle. Tumors ranged between 4 mm in diameter (volume 35 mm^3^) and 14 mm in diameter (volume 1500 mm^3^). Again vessels were stained by injection of a contrast agent, in this case colloidal carbon, and the vasculature morphology was quantitated in the viable tissue. The vascular length decreased rapidly from 850 to 350 mm/mm^3^ with increasing tumor volume between 35 and 100 mm^3^. In tumors larger than 500 mm^3^, the vascular length was 150 mm/mm^3^ or less. The vascular surface area was 26.5 mm^2^/mm^3^ in the smallest tumors and 15 mm^2^/mm^3^ or less for tumor volumes of 500 mm^3^ or greater. An increase in the average vessel diameter was again observed with increasing tumor size. The RVV in viable tissue was a constant 17% for all tumor sizes. The relative necrotic volume was less than 5% for tumor volumes of 35 mm^3^ and increased to over 40% in tumors with volumes over 1500 mm^3^.

In summary, tumors become vascularized by inducing angiogenesis in the veins, venules, and capillaries of the host tissue. Capillaries sprout toward the tumor and anastomose with each other and the host vessels to form a capillary network through the tumor. Angiogenesis continues to occur beyond the tumor periphery to facilitate its increase in size. The host venous vessels are pushed away and remodeled before being incorporating into the growing tumor, while the patterns of the arterial vessels are unchanged as they are incorporated. The tumor capillaries develop abnormally. They dilate and become tortuous while retaining their capillary-like structure and not properly differentiating into arterials and venules. Associated with these changes are decreases in the vascular length and vascular surface area per unit volume of tissue but the RVV remains about the same. The host vessels that become incorporated in the tumor become disfigured too. They dilate and the arterial vessels become thin and ragged and eventually lose vasomotion. The tortuosity of tumor vessels causes vessel perfusion to fluctuate. When tumors become larger, the interstitial fluid pressure can become so great that small vessels become permanently occluded. This leads to blood stasis and the formation of necrotic regions, typically near the tumor center.

It must be noted that these observations are from tumors growing in rats and mice (and generally in the subcutaneous tissue), since only in such animal models has the development of tumor vasculature been closely observed (for ethical and practical reasons). However, it is reasonable to assume that the development of vasculature in spontaneous human tumors shares similarities with the development in animal models.

Vasculature morphology in spontaneous human tumors
--------------------------------------------------

In the past few decades, the vasculature morphology has been quantitated in spontaneous tumors presenting in human patients. This has typically been done by staining the blood vessels in resected specimens using a marker such as von Willebrand factor (vWF), CD34, or CD31. A compilation of the vasculature morphology data from the literature for various head and neck cancers is presented in [Table 1](#t1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table"}. There are six publications for squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the oral cavity, two for laryngeal SCC and one for mucoepidermoid carcinoma of the salivary glands. Vasculature morphology parameters include the highest microvascular density (h-MVD), the RVV, and the mean vessel diameter. For every measurement on carcinoma, the measurement on the corresponding normal tissue is also presented. Measurements on dysplasia were included too. The table contains a description of the method used for each measurement.

There is usually large intratumoral heterogeneity in the MVD. For example, Wijffels et al[@b31-hp-5-021] found that for various human head and neck SCCs, the values for h-MVD were a factor of 1.5 to 6 times higher than the vascular density across the whole tumor section, referred to as the average MVD (a-MVD). Most groups[@b32-hp-5-021]--[@b39-hp-5-021] report on the h-MVD. They do so by staining vessels and measuring the vascular density in the most vascularized areas or "hotspots" in the tumor, an approach pioneered by Weidner et al.[@b40-hp-5-021] The findings in the table demonstrate that for oral SCC, laryngeal SCC, and mucoepidermoid carcinoma of salivary glands, the h-MVD is significantly higher in carcinoma than in the corresponding normal tissue, i.e., tumors contain regions that are more vascularized than anywhere in the normal tissue. Further, a significant increase from normal to dysplasia was found by Pazouki et al,[@b32-hp-5-021] Pignataro et al,[@b34-hp-5-021] Shieh et al,[@b35-hp-5-021] and Mohtasham et al[@b39-hp-5-021] but not by Li et al.[@b36-hp-5-021] From dysplasia to cancer, Li et al[@b36-hp-5-021] and Mohtasham et al[@b39-hp-5-021] found a significant increase, while Pazouki et al,[@b32-hp-5-021] Pignataro et al,[@b34-hp-5-021] and Shieh et al[@b35-hp-5-021] did not.

There is enormous variation in the values of h-MVD for oral SCC presented by different groups. On opposite extremes, Mohtasham et al[@b39-hp-5-021] reported a value of 57.8±10.8 mm^−2^, while Sharma et al[@b38-hp-5-021] found it to be 240.53±92.3 mm^−2^. Elsewhere, Davey et al[@b41-hp-5-021] reported a median h-MVD of over 1000 mm^−2^ (and a median of \~400 mm^−2^ for normal tissue). Schor et al[@b42-hp-5-021] demonstrated that measurements of h-MVD are highly subject to the methodology used, including the staining factor, the pretreatment, and the size of the subset area. There is also variation due to interobserver bias. For this reason, it was essential that normal tissue values be provided to serve as a reference point for the measurement on cancer.

The data also indicate that progression of oral SCC is accompanied by increasing RVV, which means tumors are overall more vascularized than normal tissue. This should also be reflected in the parameter a-MVD, but unfortunately there are limited data available. Davey et al[@b41-hp-5-021] reported that the a-MVD was significantly higher (*p*=0.01) in oral SCC than in normal oral mucosa for six specimens when staining vessels with vWF. Nevertheless, given the high degree of intratumor heterogeneity in vascularity, there can still be regions of a tumor, in which the vascularity is comparable to or even less than that in normal tissue.

Li et al[@b36-hp-5-021] commented that for oral SCC, high concentrations of vascularization were most commonly found at the margins of invasive regions. The same has been reported elsewhere.[@b43-hp-5-021] Li et al also noted that the vessels in normal oral mucosa were regularly distributed and had regular courses and cross-sectional shapes, whereas at the margin of oral SCC, the vessels had irregular courses and elongated cross-sectional shapes.

The method of differential path length spectroscopy used by Amelink et al[@b44-hp-5-021] also enabled measurement of the microvascular oxygen saturation (StO~2~). They reported that the vessels were significantly less oxygenated in oral SCC than that in normal oral mucosa (*p*\<0.05), with StO~2~ values of 81±21 and 95±5%, respectively. They also found that this was the case for bronchial carcinoma compared with normal bronchial mucosa.[@b45-hp-5-021] These findings suggest that the tumors contained poorly perfused vessels and thus blood depleted of oxygen.

Effects of the tumor vasculature on the tumor microenvironment
--------------------------------------------------------------

Ultimately, the tumor vasculature must be judged by how well it nourishes the tumor cells. In a study of surgical resections of human bronchial carcinoma, Thomlinson and Gray[@b46-hp-5-021] discovered how the vasculature in spontaneous human tumors sometimes fails in this sense. They found that the tumor cells were located in cords, where each cord had a single blood vessel along its axis and outside of the cords there was necrosis. The obvious explanation for their discovery was that the availability of oxygen and nutrients decreases with increasing distance from the blood vessels and only tumor cells within the cords were close enough to a blood vessel to survive. A similar corded structure was observed in Yamaura and Sato's chamber experiment,[@b17-hp-5-021] which was discussed in the first section of this review, but in that instance the cords appeared because only the largest vessels were still perfused after all of the smaller vessels had become occluded from the high interstitial pressure. In the present case, all of the vessels were perfused but apparently the vessel density was insufficient for the amount of oxygen available in the blood. Thomlinson and Gray recognized that there must be a large fraction of hypoxic cells in corded tumors, particularly in the outer regions of the cords bordering necrosis. Hypoxia of this nature is called "chronic hypoxia". It is sometimes misleadingly referred to as "diffusion limited". "Consumption limited" would be a more accurate term.

An example of an animal tumor that has an innate corded structure is the mouse mammary tumor BICR/SA1 studied by Tannock.[@b47-hp-5-021] Necrosis and cords of viable tissue were evident even in the smallest tumors examined weighing 0.1 g. For tumors weighing between 0.5 and 3 g, the relative necrotic volume was 60 to 70% and increased slightly with tumor weight. Tumor cords had radii in the range 60 to 120 µm, and there was no systematic variation in the mean cord radius with tumor weight. It was found that for animals breathing only 10% oxygen, the mean tumor cord radius decreased from 85.1±2.2 to 75.5±8.8 µm. Tannock also investigated the patterns of cell proliferation in this tumor using tritiated thymidine. He found that proliferation in the tumor cords decreased with increasing distance from the blood vessels. He reported that this was due to a decrease in the fraction of cycling cells and that the cell cycle time did not vary. The growth fraction was 100% in the inner zone, 80% in the middle zone, and 50% in the outer zone of the cords. He noted that tumor cells must migrate centrifugally through the tumor cords. When a tumor cell divides, its daughter displaces neighboring cells further toward the cord periphery and finally into the necrotic zone. He suggested that for every tumor cell produced by mitosis, on average one tumor cell becomes necrotic (neglecting longitudinal cord growth). Therefore in tumor cords, there is constant cell renewal. It was estimated that cells in the inner and middle zones took 36 and 16 hours, respectively, to migrate to the outer zone.

A similar experiment was conducted by Hirst and Denekamp[@b48-hp-5-021] on the corded tumors of another transplantable mouse mammary carcinoma KHH. They reported that proliferation in this tumor did not vary between center and periphery, it only decreased with increasing distance from blood vessels. Unlike Tannock, they found that the cell cycle time did increase with increasing distance from the vessel, mainly due to the duration of the G~1~ phase, which was 7.2 hours in the inner zone, 11.8 hours in the middle zone, and 17.1 hours in the outer zone. The growth fraction decreased from 100% in the inner and middle zones to 58% in the outer zone of the cords. They too estimated that a cell labeled next to a vessel transversed the 90 µm to the outer zone iñ36 hours. In both this study and Tannock's study, it was estimated that the growth fraction in the outer zone of the cord, which neighbored the necrotic region and presumably contained hypoxic cells, was over 50%. This large population of radioresistant cells with the ability to repopulate the tumor would make these tumors difficult to eradicate with radiotherapy.

More recently, the effects of the vasculature on the tumor microenvironment have been explored in human tumors, particularly those of head and neck cancers, by staining tumor sections with markers for blood vessels and hypoxia. Wijffels et al[@b31-hp-5-021] studied the spatial relationship between hypoxia and blood vessels in 22 specimens of human SCC of the oropharynx, larynx, and hypopharynx. Blood vessels were stained by Pathologische Anatomie Leiden-Endothelium (PAL-E), and hypoxia was stained by pimonidazole. Pimonidazole binding occurs at oxygen tensions less than 10 mmHg.[@b49-hp-5-021],[@b50-hp-5-021] The fraction of the tumor section stained by pimonidazole, called the hypoxic fraction, varied between 2 and 29% across the entire tumor surface. Of the 22 tumors, 16 had a total hypoxic fraction above 5%. For these tumors, to quantitate the distribution of hypoxia in relation to the vasculature, the hypoxic fraction was calculated in zones at increasing distance from the nearest blood vessel (0--50, 50--100, 100--150 µm, etc.). Accordingly, tumors were separated into three categories. One category of tumors had hypoxia between 50 and 200 µm from vessels and small areas of necrosis beyond 150--200 µm. These tumors possessed a typical corded structure ([Figure 2](#f2-hp-5-021){ref-type="fig"}). Another category of tumors had very little hypoxia within 100 µm of vessels and significant amounts of viable, hypoxic tissue at distances greater than 200 µm. The stark contrast between these categories suggests that oxygen consumption and delivery varied considerably between tumors. In the last category, tumors had considerable amounts of hypoxia within 50 µm of blood vessels, where there are ordinarily normoxic cells. Hypoxia this close to blood vessels is caused by a temporary absence of vessel perfusion and is termed "acute hypoxia" to distinguish it from consumption-limited, chronic hypoxia. In each category, the tumors showed an increase in the hypoxic fraction in zones at increasing distance from blood vessels (at least before the onset of necrosis).

An alternative hypoxia marker to pimonidazole is carbonic anhydrase 9 (CA9). CA9 is typically expressed at oxygen tensions less than 20 mmHg.[@b51-hp-5-021] Since it has a higher threshold than pimonidazole, it should stain closer to blood vessels. Hoogsteen et al[@b52-hp-5-021] found this was the case in a study of 103 human biopsies of laryngeal SCC. For 18 tumors of assorted human head and neck SCCs, Beasley et al[@b53-hp-5-021] found that the distance from blood vessels (stained by CD34) to the start of CA9 expression was between 40 and 140 µm (median 80 µm) and the distance from blood vessels to the onset of necrosis was between 80 and 200 µm (median 130 µm).

Further insights have been gained from staining tumor sections with markers for perfusion and proliferation in conjunction with markers for vessels and hypoxia. By staining vessels with 9F1, perfusion with Hoechst 33342, and proliferation with S-phase marker BrdUrd, Bussink et al[@b54-hp-5-021] showed that proliferation staining decreased in zones at increasing distance from both perfused and nonperfused vessels in xenografts of human laryngeal SCC grown subcutaneously in mice. Proliferation was higher near perfused than nonper-fused vessels, but proliferation close to nonperfused vessels was comparable to or greater than it was at larger distances from perfused vessels. This indicated that the nonperfused vessels were recently perfused and thus vessel perfusion fluctuated in these tumors.

In a study of xenografts of human head and neck SCCs grown subcutaneously in mice, Ljungkvist et al[@b55-hp-5-021] found that different vasculature structures give rise to different distributions of hypoxia. By staining blood vessels with 9F1 and hypoxia with pimonidazole, two distinct patterns of hypoxia were identified. Patchy hypoxia was associated with a typical tumor cord structure. Ribbon-like hypoxia occurred when the vessels were in sheet structures that formed concentric lobe shapes. In both cases, the hypoxic fraction increased and proliferation staining with BrdUrd decreased in zones at increasing distance from blood vessels. They found that there was considerable overlap between hypoxia and proliferation, particularly at 100--150 µm from vessels.

Some human head and neck cancers are well oxygenated. Wijffels et al[@b56-hp-5-021] conducted a study of eight specimens of human salivary gland carcinoma and found that none contained any hypoxia according to staining with pimonidazole and CA9. They also stained blood vessels with PAL-E, and it was apparent that the MVD was high across the entire tumor sections. The a-MVD varied from 209 to 546 mm^−2^ (median 285 mm^−2^). There were no measurements on normal tissue to compare with, but they reported in the aforementioned study of oropharyngeal, laryngeal, and hypopharyngeal SCCs (again staining vessels with PAL-E) that the a-MVD varied between 11 and 67 mm^−2^ (median 42 mm^−2^). Assuming they used similar methodologies between studies, it is safe to conclude that these salivary gland carcinomas were extremely vascularized. Along with the lack of hypoxia, there was no clear spatial relationship between proliferation staining with IdUrd (another S-phase marker) and vessel structures.

Conclusion
==========

Studies of tumor transplants growing subcutaneously in rats and mice reveal that the tumor vasculature develops inefficiently under the imbalance of angiogenic regulators. The tumor vessels are unorganized and become increasingly tortuous and disfigured, hindering vessel perfusion. When tumors become large, high interstitial fluid pressures can develop, which cause vessels in the tumor to permanently shut, resulting in blood stasis and the development of macroscopic necrosis.

Data from spontaneous human head and neck cancers show that there are typically regions in the tumor that are more vascularized than any region in the normal tissue. Although the data are limited, it seems that tumors are also more vascularized overall. This is not trivial -- the opposite has been reported for esophageal SCC[@b57-hp-5-021] and lung cancer.[@b58-hp-5-021] However, tumor vascularity is highly heterogeneous, and there can still be regions of head and neck cancers, in which the vascularity is comparable to or even less than that in normal tissue. Vascular hotspots are most commonly observed in invasive regions of the carcinoma. Like in animal models, the vessels in spontaneous human carcinomas are observed to be irregular and tortuous compared to those in the normal tissue, thus hindering perfusion and reducing the oxygenation levels in the blood, as evidenced by StO~2~ measurements.

By staining tumor sections of head and neck cancers with markers for vessels, perfusion, hypoxia, and proliferation, it becomes apparent that the tumor vasculature intimately shapes the microenvironment. Acute hypoxia is observed near vessels that were not recently perfused (though perfusion fluctuates and the acute hypoxia soon moves elsewhere), and chronic hypoxia is observed at a distance from perfused blood vessels. Chronic hypoxia according to staining of pimonidazole began at distances between 75 and 125 µm from vessels, while chronic hypoxia according to CA9 expression began at distances between 40 and 140 µm from vessels, with the difference largely reflecting their different oxygen tension thresholds for binding and expression. The distance from blood vessels to the onset of necrosis varied from 80 to 300 µm. The distance from blood vessels to the onset of chronic hypoxia, observed by staining or expression of a hypoxic marker, depends on the blood oxygenation and the metabolic demands of the tumor cells. The distance from blood vessels to the onset of necrosis depends on these factors and the tolerance of the tumor cells to hypoxia. Chronic hypoxia and necrosis are observed closer to vessels in tumors than in normal tissue because the blood oxygenation is less in tumors, and tumor cells typically have increased metabolic demands. Thus, the vascular density in the tumor does not need to be less than that in normal tissue for chronic hypoxia to occur.

In practice, acute hypoxia and chronic hypoxia are limited to the least vascularized regions of tumors for head and neck cancers. In these regions, there was an increase in staining of hypoxia markers and a corresponding decrease in staining of proliferation markers with increasing distance from the vessels. Microscopic regions of necrosis were also observed at large distances from vessels. The decrease in proliferation may possibly be attributed to a decreasing growth fraction (as hypoxic cells are held up at cell cycle checkpoints) and lengthening of the duration of the G~1~ phase of the cell cycle. Thus, tumor cells become more radioresistant further from the vessels as more of them are hypoxic and more are found in the relatively radioresistant G~1~ phase. Contrastingly, in vascular hotspots, there was little hypoxia staining and no clear spatial relationship between proliferation staining and the vessels.

Since the morphology of the tumor vasculature strongly affects the tumor microenvironment, the tumor vasculature should ideally be included in models that simulate tumor growth and tumor response to irradiation. This is especially necessary when modeling poorly oxygenated tumors like those of head and neck cancers. Such radiotherapy models are highly valuable for their insight, utility, and predictive powers. They may be used to determine the most effective radiotherapy treatment schedule for a given set of tumor properties. It is hoped they will lead to better customization of radiotherapy treatment plans on an individual patient basis by accounting for interpatient variations in tumor properties. Indeed, some radiotherapy models have been developed that include a basic representation of the tumor vasculature,[@b59-hp-5-021],[@b60-hp-5-021] but since the vasculature can have such a strong effect, it is important that it be modeled as realistically as possible. Accurate simulation of the tumor vasculature will also be important in exploring and optimizing vascular targeting treatment techniques. It is hoped that the quantitative vasculature morphology data compiled within will assist with the modeling efforts to come.
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![Organized vasculature in normal tissue contrasted with chaotic vasculature in tumors.\
**Note:** Adapted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.: *[Nature Medicine](http://www.nature.com/nm/index.html)*, Jain RK, Molecular regulation of vessel maturation, 2003;9(6):685--693,[@b15-hp-5-021] copyright (2003).](hp-5-021Fig1){#f1-hp-5-021}

![Fluorescence microscopic image of a tumor section after staining for hypoxia (green) and vessels (red).\
**Notes:** A typical corded structure is recognizable. There are well-oxygenated areas directly adjacent to vessels, further out there is hypoxia and at even greater distances there is necrosis (white arrow). Adapted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd on behalf of Cancer Research UK: *[British Journal of Cancer](http://www.nature.com/bjc/index.html)*, Wijffels KIEM, Kaanders JHAM, Rijken PFJW, et al, Vascular architecture and hypoxic profiles in human head and neck squamous cell carcinomas, 2000;83(5):674--683,[@b31-hp-5-021] copyright 2000.](hp-5-021Fig2){#f2-hp-5-021}

###### 

Vasculature morphology data for spontaneous human head and neck cancers

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Reference (year)                           Cancer type                                   Number of specimens                                                                                                       Method                                                                                                                   Measurements
  ------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Pazouki et al[@b32-hp-5-021] (1997)        Oral SCC                                      16 of normal oral mucosa, 30 of dysplasia (10 mild, 9 moderate, and 11 severe), and 30 of cancer (14 early and 16 late)   Vessels were stained for vWF, h-MVD was measured using the hotspot method and RVV was measured using Chalkley's method   h-MVD (mm^−2^): normal 88±35, severe dysplasia 164±58,[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"} and late SCC 148±53[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"}\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              RVV (%): normal 3.7%±0.5%, increased linearly with severity of dysplasia, and SCC to 10.0%±2.5% for late SCC[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"} (values for RVV were taken by reading off a graph)

  Sawatsubashi et al[@b33-hp-5-021] (2000)   Laryngeal SCC                                 10 of normal, 54 of invasive cancer                                                                                       Vessels were stained for CD34, and h-MVD was measured using the hotspot method                                           h-MVD (mm^−2^): normal 21.67±3.00 and cancer 37.34±2.64[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Pignataro et al[@b34-hp-5-021] (2001)      Laryngeal SCC                                 20 of normal mucosa, 20 of dysplasia, and 20 of infiltrating carcinoma                                                    Vessels were stained for CD34, and h-MVD was measured using the hotspot method                                           h-MVD (mm^−2^): normal 35.1±11.5, dysplasia 60.9±19.8,[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"} and cancer 74.8±19.0[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Shieh et al[@b35-hp-5-021] (2004)          Oral SCC                                      12 of normal mucosa, 28 of dysplasia, and 50 of T2 cancer                                                                 Vessels were stained for CD34, and h-MVD was measured using the hotspot method                                           h-MVD (mm^−2^): normal 84±21, dysplasia 212±56,[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"} cancer intratumoral 226±50,[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"} and cancer peritumoral 240±58[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Li et al[@b36-hp-5-021] (2005)             Oral SCC                                      12 of normal mucosa, 26 of mild dysplasia, 16 of moderate dysplasia, 10 of severe dysplasia, and 98 of cancer             Vessels were stained for CD31, and h-MVD was measured using the hotspot method                                           h-MVD (mm^−2^): normal 31.0±13.4, mild dysplasia 37.4±10.8, moderate dysplasia 42.1±23.8, severe dysplasia 48.1±19.6, and cancer 79.6±38.2[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Amelink et al[@b44-hp-5-021] (2008)        Oral SCC                                      16+ of normal mucosa and 24+ of cancer                                                                                    Noninvasive differential path-length spectroscopy in vivo                                                                Mean vessel diameter (µm): normal 24±14 and cancer 25±12\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              RVV (%): normal 1.0±0.9 and cancer 2.2±2.3[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Shieh et al[@b37-hp-5-021] (2009)          Mucoepidermoid carcinoma of salivary glands   35 of normal tissue and 35 of cancer                                                                                      Vessels were stained for CD34, and h-MVD was measured using the hotspot method                                           h-MVD (mm^−2^): normal 18.7±5.2 and cancer intratumoral 63.9±23.2[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Sharma et al[@b38-hp-5-021] (2010)         Oral SCC                                      10 of normal mucosa and 30 of cancer                                                                                      Vessels were stained for vWF, and h-MVD was measured using the hotspot method                                            h-MVD (mm^−2^): normal 64.4±13.53 and cancer 240.53±92.3[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Mohtasham et al[@b39-hp-5-021] (2010)      Oral SCC                                      6 of normal mucosa, 22 of dysplasia, and 42 of cancer                                                                     Vessels were stained for CD34, and h-MVD was measured using the hotspot method                                           h-MVD (mm^−2^): normal 27.5 ± 12.5, dysplasia 41.5±8.5,[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"} and cancer 57.8±10.8[\*](#tfn1-hp-5-021){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Note:**

Significantly different to normal tissue (*p*\<0.05).

**Abbreviations:** SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; h-MVD, highest microvascular density; RVV, relative vascular volume; vWF, von Willebrand factor.
